matics is not one language but a related set of languages, like t hose of Europe. Geometry is the language of space, t rigonometry was t he language of classical astronomy, algebra the language for describing laws t hrough formulae, and calculus t he language for t he analysis of motion. Just as an ordinary language enables us to formulate and exchange ideas wit h increasing levels of sophistication, so mathematics enables us to formulate and manipulate t he results of scientific experiments. Languages start off wit h a primitive vocabulary and rules but, in response to more complex needs, t hey develop and become capables of expressing more refined ideas. It is a long road from the language of the cave-man to t he plays of Shakespeare. Mathematics has developed in a similar way in response to the changing needs of science.
The relation of thought to language is a subtle one. Ideas lead to words and words t hen enable us to express more complex ideas. Moreover , words can mean different things in different Situations: it depends on the context. The relation of mathematics to science is similar and equally subtle. Each feeds on t he other and t he same piece of mathematics can relate to different branches of science and have different interpretations. If language is the distinguishing feature of homo sapiens then mathematics is the distinguishing feature of home scientificus! An alternative, less philosophical and more pragmatic parallel is to say that mathematics is the intellectual technology of science: it provides intellectual tools for the scientist. We all know t hat modern science relies to an ever-increasing extent on the use of sophisticated experimental equipment. The microscope, in its various form, is an indispensable tool for material scientists, chemists and biologists: it is a multi-purpose instrument and its development arose from an understanding of t he basic principles of optics and other branches of physics. In a similar way t he differential calculus can be viewed as a multi-purpose instrument wit h which to analyse dynamical processes in any area of science. It is just as indispensable as the microscope, and its origins in geometry and algebra are a long way from some of its applicat ions. Fortunately for scientists, but unfort unately for the heirs of Isaac Newton, t here are no patents or construction costs for mathematical theories so the calculus unlike the microscope is not a drain on Research Council funds!
M. Atiyah
In an age when computer jargon is more widespread than its mathematical equivalent, we might say that mathematics is the "software" of science.
But such analogies describing mathematics as a tool, while adequate in some cases, understate its role in others. A language is more t han a tool: it has a life of its own. In science, theory and experiment are equal partners. A theory is more than a device to explain experimental facts: it is supposed to reflect the underlying reality of nature. In some cases it is hard to conceive of the theory except in mathematical form . Maxwell's laws of electromagnetism provide a famous example. If it had been possible to dispense with the mathematics, Faraday would undoubtedly have got there. As it was, the final completion of the theory, with its implications for light, radiowaves and much else, was left to Maxwell.
As the French mathematician Henri Poincare once said, "Science is no more a collection of facts than a house is a collection of bricks". The architecture of science is provided by mathematics.
In thinking of mathematics as the language of science, it is perhaps helpful to reflect on its main characteristics. How and why does it work?
In the first place mathematics develops by a process of abstraction. In every scientific model one simlifies, ignoring what one hopes are irrelevant or minor factors to concentrate on the main features. Mathematics takes the process to its ultimate conclusion; the identity of the players is ignored, only their mutual relations are studied. It is this abstraction that makes mathematics such a universal language: it is not t ied to any particular interpretation. A wave (something which oscillates or vibrates) is a good example of such an abstract and universal concept.
The second characteristic of mathematics is that it is entirely open-ended. It is very hard to define or confine mat hematics. At one time one might have defined it as the study of quantities and their mut ual relation, but modern mathematics abounds in nonquantitative branches such as topology or group t heory ( the abstract study of symmetry) . A wider definitionisthat mathematics concerns itself with patterns or order, and this makes it clear why it is relevant to science. But the study of disorder and chaos, which grapples with random behaviour, is also an import branch of mathematics. The truth is that mathematics keeps developing in different directions as a result of the needs of potent ial a pplications. Each scientific development is likely to require a new theoretical framework and, if classical mathematics does not already provide the right language, a new one has to be worked out. This is likely to have sufficient links with parts of existing mathematics for it to form a natural extension and to be a bsorbed in due course 26 into the total mathematical corpus. In fact mathematics progresses in two ways: either by broadening itself in response to external needs or by deepening itself through internal analysis.
Finally and perhaps most remarkably there is the longevity or permanence of mathematics. Mat hematical theories in principle persist indefini tely, although they may frequently be absorbed in !arger ones. Greek mathematics is still in use today and ideas of the 19th century are alive and kicking as we enter the 21st century. Frequently mathematical results find unexpected applications decades or cent mies later, demonstrating vividly that the distinct ion between basic and applied research in mathematics can be ephemeral. Perhaps I could now spend a little time giving a few examples on these lines. Many of them will be familiar but, taken as a whole, they will illustrate t he characteristics of mathematics that I have been describing: its universality and longevity.
Undoubtedly the record for the pay-back of a mathematical theory is held by the humble ellipse. Studies by t he Greeks it really came into its own when planetary orbits were fully understood more t han 1000 years later. A strong contender for second place must be the square root of -1 , and the development of complex numbers. Having a murky origin in the solution of quadratic equations it acquired mathematical respectability in the hands of Gauss, though even he conceded that "the true metaphysics of yi=1 is elusive". In fact complex numbers probably represent the most imaginative invention in human history, and t heir utility was triumphantly vindicated in this century by their fundamental role in quantum mechanics.
The origins of probability theory, which now plays such an important part in many areas including solidstate physics, go back to Fermat in the 17th century, when the only applications envisaged were to dice and cards.
The study of symmetry was initiated by Galois in the 1820s in relation to algebraic equations and the insolubility (in terms of radicals) of equations of degree greater than 4. More t han a century later this theory plays a decisive role in elementary particle physics.
An example which has attracted popular attention in recent times, under the name of fractals, originated in abstruse work of the French mathematician J ulia and the German mathematician Hausdorff in the early part of t his century. With the availability of modern computer graphics this work can be easily visualised and Mandelbrot has shown t hat it is potentially relevant in many parts of science. The coastline of the British Isles provides a good illustration. We can try measuring the length of t he coast-
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Anniversary Address by the President of the Royal Society line from a map of various scales. It soon becomes clear that , on a map of twice the scale, the coastline is more t han dobled because small indentations which were smoothed out before are now revealed. Moreover t his process gets repeated , in principle, each time t he scale is doubled. Similar ideas are employed by physicists in quantum field t heory and statistical mechanics where they are termed renormalisation.
Another example where classical mathematics has recent ly found an unexpected application is in the field of tomography, where 3-dimensional pictures of tissue are produced from a collection of 2-dimensional projections (using beams of part icles). The mathematical problern underlying t his technique was posed and solved by the German mathematician Radon in t he 1920s.
Finally in t his brief survey I should not omit t he work of Fourier on heat conduction in the 1830s. The methods he int roduced of analysing any function as a cont inuation of t rigonometric waves have proved an essent ial tool in modern crystallography.
It is salutory to consider how research grant applications by these mathematical predecessors of ours would have fared in t he present day. There are t hose who argue t hat research should be more clearly targeted or mission-driven. Had a rigorous policy of this kind been implemented in the past, our mathematical inheritance would have been t hat much poorer and many useful applications would have been missed or delayed. Surely we owe it to our successors of subsequent generations to make the intellectual investment now, so that they can reap t he dividends?
T he examples I have given, in which t he pure mathematics of earlier eras has borne unexpected fruit in more recent times, might be construed as a passing phase. One might be tempted to think that mathematics, as an ancient and established discipline, has been fully explores and all t hat remains is to exploit its applications. A salutory illustration which should dispel this view is provided by t he recent story of quasi-crystals.
As you will know, crystalline materials are built on elemetary symmetrical patterns and the mathematics of these has essentially been araund and fully understood for the past cent ury. A closed chapter you might think, exhibit ing nicely the application of basic mathematical ideas to the physical world. But mathematicians being the inquisitive fellows they are did not regard the subject as closed. They began to ask themselves whether, for example, you could tile t he plane, using a nurober of basic shaped tiles, in a way which necessarily had no periodicity of repetit ion of pattern-in cant rast to the familiar tiling by square or triangular tiles. The first result in t his direction was obtained in 1966 by a mathematical logician. Robert Berger, who showed that non-pen odic t ilings
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existed , but he needed around 20.000 different shapes ofbasic t ile. Subsequent improvements event ually led to the now farnaus tilings of Roger Penrose in which just two shapes are required. These Pensore t ilings are not repetit ive, but exhibit a subtle form of partial repetit ion. Moreover t hey have t he remarkable property of exhibiting symmetry of order 5, whereas ordinary periodic t iling, familiar to crystallographers, can only have symmetries of order 2,3,4, or 6. These results then attrActed the attent ion of other mathemat icians, and a t heory, initiated by de Bruijn, was developed in which non-periodie tilings in the plane could be understood as projections, wit h irrational slope, of periodic tilings in higher-dimensional space. Moreover, an analogaus story held for non-periodie tilings of 3-dimensional space wit h icosahedral symmetry. T his could be understood as projections from a 6-dimensional space.
All t his rather esoteric mathematics suddenly came into prominence in 1984 when crystallographic pictures of certain materials were discovered to have 5-fold symmetries. After an initial period of uncertainty and controversy it now appears to be accepted that t hese new materials, called quasi-crystals, are best understood in terms of t he mathematical t heory of the Penrose tilings. The physicists have even come to terms with t he need for 6-dimensional space. I understand that t he solid-state physicists, having previously had an inferiority complex towards their high-energy colleagues, who played araund in 4-dimensions, have now recovered t heir self-esteem! These new quasi-erastals have quite unusual physical properties, since t heir non-periodie structure can inhibit t he movement of electrons. As a result they have novel practical applications and a French company is now selling frying pans coated wit h a quasicrystalline material. Presumably quasi-crystals improve t he flavour and quality of the cuisine! In t his quite recent story we have seen a mathematical curiosity move right accross the spectrum of mathematics and physics, ending up as materials science of a distinctly ut ilitarian kind. There is surely a moral here. Even if science is required to have a practical mission it is essential to keep alive fundamental and free enquiry, driven by curiosity of the individual. And I hope it will be remernbered that there is no more curious individual than the mathematician. He or she asks t he most basic questions and Iooks for t he unexpected answer.
Let me return now to t he scope of mathematics and justify in a little more detail my claim for its universality. T he role of mathematics in the form of t he calculus and associated techniques in t he physical sciences, including engineering, is too well-known to need elaboration. More recent have been the applications of discrete mathematics to computer science. In particular logic, which straddles the border with philosophy, has a crucial role here, and it is no accident that two pioneers of computing were von Neumann and Türing, both of whom made major contribut ions to logic. A subject that used to be regarded as recondite and occupying the ult imate ivory tower now turns out PhDs who are snapped up by computer companies.
In t he biological sciences, mathematics has long held a place in classical genetics, while it is now recognised as contributing important ideas to evolut ion und ecology. History suggests that it may have other successes in store.
I could close the lists at t his point, but I t hink it impor tant to remind you of t he increasing roJe of mathematics in the social sciences. Economics is the most advanced in the respect and a serious mathematical training is now an almost essential requirement for a budding economist. Demographie studies bring mathematics into history while statistics and t he opinion polls bring it into Politics. Actuaries who estimate analysis of risk have been around for a long time and the financial world is increasingly taken up with mathematical t heories of what are called Derivat ives.
or should you t hink t hat the mathematics in t hese areas is somehow of a totally different kind from t hat which is relevant in t he natural sciences. For example, Fourier's equation for heat conduction also controls t he financial markets! Finally, Iet me move t o t he ar tistic arena and remind you of the fundamental role of mathematics both in architecture and in music, where the mathematics of form and tone provides t he foundation for the ar t. Nor should we forget t he role of perspective geometry in the evolution of painting and exemplified in startling form in t he bizarre drawings of Escher , which blend into t he psychology of illusion. This is perhaps the place for me to say something about the aesthetic component in mathematics itself. Some extremely pure mathematicians view their work solely as an art form and assess it in terms of its int rinsic beauty. Most of you will at one time or another have been impressed by t he simplicity and elegance of some mathematical argument and recognised its aesthetic claim. In fact the search for simplicity is, in a fundamental sense, what all scientific research is about . We look for simple principles and ideas which will explain complicated phenomena. A mathematician 's sense of beauty is one of the important guides in his research. For a mathematician, as for the artist, Truth and Beauty are closely linked.
I hope I have said enough to convince you that mathematics underpins all science and t hat it is constantly developing to provide new ideas and techniques for the fut ure. It is t he ultimate example of long-t erm basic research, wit h applications coming at various stages but often far into t he fu t ure. I trust that those who direct the support of research in this country will bear t his in mind.
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